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“Den Evrope” Youthweek in Holesov     09.05.2019 

This was the last activity of the Youth Week I made and it was in cooperation of 

TYMY Centrum in Holesov.  All of us went through 2 kindergartens and one school 

to make some workshops with the theme of Europe.  

First of all we showed them a typical Spanish dance called Macarena, and 

everyone learn it so fast. After dancing we divided in some groups and we were 

making different workshop at the same time, for example, face painting, dancing, 

Europe puzzle making, or stars painting. It was so enjoyable and us as volunteers, 

we were helping around through every workshop so we could see every activity. It 

was so nice event, well organized and our work there worth it, because we had 

an impact in many children.  

Not satisfied with this work, Irene, the volunteer of TYMY prepared for us a guided 

tour around TYMY Centrum, and a unique workshop also with the theme of 

Europe. The main point was to draw on a window our idea of Europe. It was so 

funny the group decision procedure, as some wanted little own parts make the 

draw, some others wanted to create something in common from the beginning. I 

think they had the same debate while build European Union.  

Summarizing, we made a road symbolizing the way that has been building and 

will have the European Union, the floor that we can step on, the same road that is 

allowing our cars make trip amazing trip around EVS. We also made a car, 

symbolizing us, but as one, not any more divided in interest, because we all are 

living this life in this road. Then, some particularities come up, like a world map and 

heart, sending a message of union and love, and the barriers between Europe 

and the rest of the word, something that we are not agree at all. 

At the end we did our best in all the activities, we shared all we have, and try to 

give to those children a bigger vision on the world. Because we are proud of 

whom we are, where do we come from and this big umbrella which cover us 

called Europe.  
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